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Introduction
This white paper will walk you through the configuration steps for setting up the ProCurve Wireless Edge 
Service Module (5400 series) to use Layer 3 Access Control Lists (ACLs) on the uplink physical interface.

WESM OS Versions covered:

•	WT.01.15	or	later	(5400	Series	zl)

Access Control lists overview
What does an ACL do
An Access Control List or ACL in short, allows you to control wireless users’ network rights. You can configure 
ACLs for purposes such as:

•	Limiting	certain	groups	of	wireless	users	to	Internet	access	only

•	Permitting	certain	groups	of	wireless	users	access	to	a	limited	list	of	network	servers

•	Limiting	certain	groups	of	wireless	users	to	certain	types	of	applications

•	Restricting	access	to	a	particular	private	server	to	a	select	group	of	users	only

Types of ACLs
The WESM supports two types of ACLs: IP or Layer 3 ACLs and MAC or Layer 2 ACLs. Each is supported by 
two subtypes: standard and extended. You can check the WESM manual for more details.

How is an ACL created
The WESM lets you create ACLs in the Web UI or in the CLI, you can refer to the manual for a detailed step by 
step explanation of how these ACLs are created.

Application scenarios
When configuring a set of ACLs on the uplink port of your WESM, there are two main scenarios that you may 
encounter. First is that the wired servers or devices you want to restrict the traffic from are in the same VLAN as 
the wireless clients. The other scenario is when the wired servers or devices are on a different VLAN than the 
wireless clients.

For both cases you should confirm that traffic from the wireless clients is received on the wired servers, and vice 
versa, to test appropriately with a ping. The set up required for communication from devices in one VLAN to 
another on a different VLAN is out of the scope of this document.

Setting it up
Before proceeding with the set up of the Layer 3 ACLs on the uplink port, there are a few things that you need 
to know.

It is important to know that traffic flowing through the uplink port is checked by the ACLs in the inbound 
direction, meaning traffic flowing from the chassis to the WESM. For example, if you have a wireless laptop 
contacting a web server on your wired network via http, the request from the laptop to the web server won’t 
be	checked	to	see	if	it	matches	any	ACL	on	the	uplink	port.	Rather,	the	response	from	the	web	server	to	the	
laptop will be checked against the ACL. So, to correctly apply an ACL on the uplink port you need to invert the 
destination and source hosts (if you are applying the ACL to specific hosts) or invert the destination and source 
ports (if your ACL is port oriented).

In addition, when applying L3 ACLs on the uplink port, you also need to apply a L2 ACL (in other words, a 
MAC ACL). This is because the ACL engine used for physical interfaces includes an implicit “deny any” L2 ACL 
rule	that	will	effectively	deny	any	L2	packets	like	ARP	traffic.	For	the	L3	ACL	to	work	properly	you	need	to	set	
an extended L2 ACL that doesn’t specify any host, but instead specifies a protocol. Use caution if you match an 
MAC ACL with all the traffic of a higher level, this causes ACLs of a higher level to not take effect, for instance, 
if	you	don’t	select	a	protocol	or	select	IPv4.	For	the	following	examples	we	are	going	to	use	ARP	(Address	
Resolution	Protocol)	as	the	protocol	for	the	L2	ACL	that	will	accompany	all	the	L3	ACLs	set	on	the	uplink	port.	
Setting “any” as the source and destination hosts, we can avoid selecting specific hosts which can cause all the 
hosts that aren’t specified to hit the implicit deny rule and derail their network traffic destination.
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Setting up the L2 ACL on the Web UI
To set the L2 ACL described above, login with a valid username and password into the WESM Web User 
Interface (UI) and then follow the next steps.

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click the Add button on the lower right of the 
ACLs box section.

2. A popup window will appear, select MAC Extended List from the dropdown menu and give the ACL an ID 
in the indicated range. You can look at Figure 1 for an example.

Figure 1: MAC ACL Configuration

3. Select the recently created MAC Extended List and hit the Add button on the lower left side of the 
Associated	Rules	section.	Another	popup	window	will	appear.

4. Set a precedence number, select “permit” as the operation, and use “any” as the source and destination 
wildcards. Click on the Ethertype selection button to activate this option and on the enabled dropdown 
menu	select	ARP.	Finally,	click	OK	to	save	the	rule.	Check	Figure	2	to	see	how	everything	should	look.

Figure 2: Setting the L2 ACL parameters
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5. Once this ACL is ready, it should look like Figure 3 on your screen.

Figure 3: L2 ACL setup complete

Setting up the L2 ACL on the CLI
If you desire or need to set the L2 ACL via command line interface, connect to your Wireless Edge Services 
Module CLI and enter the configuration mode (you can refer to the user manual if you have doubts about how 
this is done). Once you are connected follow these steps.

1. Without quotes type “mac access-list extended” and an ID for the ACL, this ID has to be outside the 
range 1-199 and 1300-2699. I will select 210 for this example. After this hit Enter and you will enter a 
configuration mode to enter the rules for this ACL.

2. In this new mode, enter the following command without the quotes: “permit any type arp rule-precedence 
10” and press Enter.

3. Type “exit” without the quotes and then hit Enter.

4. You are done. You can refer to Figure 4 to check the previous steps.

5. You can check which MAC ACLs are set in your WESM with the command “show mac access-list”. See 
Figure 5 for an example.

Figure 4: Setting the L2 ACL on the CLI

Figure 5: Viewing all the MAC ACLs on the CLI

Below are some examples of scenarios that will help you understand how to configure ACLs on the uplink port. 
Please note that all of them will use the MAC Extended List that we created above, so it’s a good idea to have 
it created before starting the next section.

Example case 1: Denying ping to a specific host.
In this scenario we will deny the ping from any wireless station to a specific wired host. Once you learn how to 
do this, applying it to several specific hosts will be easy for you.

Steps to follow on the Web UI
Preparing the ACLs: 
To block ping traffic we have to create a L3 ACL that blocks the ICMP protocol. To do this, follow the next steps.

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click the Add button on the lower right of the 
ACLs box section.

2. A popup window will appear, select Extended IP List from the dropdown menu and give the ACL an ID in 
the indicated range. You can look at Figure 6 for an example.

3. Select the recently created Extended IP List and click the Add button on the lower left side of the Associated 
Rules	section.
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4. Set a precedence number, select “deny” as the operation and select “icmp” as the protocol. For the source 
wildcard, select “host” from the drop down menu and in the source address fill in the IP address of the 
device or computer to which you don’t want the wireless clients to ping. Use “any” as the destination 
wildcard	and	finally	click	OK	to	save	the	rule.	Check	Figure	7	to	confirm	what	this	should	look	like.

5. Again hit the Add button and in the popup window set a precedence number higher than the previous 
rule (for example if you selected 10 for the first one, select 11, 12 or other number above 10). Select 
“permit” as the operation, select “ip” as the protocol, use “any” as the source and destination wildcards 
and	finally	click	OK.	This	rule	is	necessary	because	if	you	don’t	set	it,	the	implicit	deny	all	rule	will	take	
effect over all the traffic that flows inbound to the WESM through its uplink port and you will lose your 
web communication with the WESM for that reason, and your wireless clients won’t be able to receive any 
packets from the wired side of the network.

Figure 6: Extended IP List Configuration

Figure	7:	Setting	the	L3	ACL	parameters
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6. Once this ACL is ready it should look like Figure 8 on your screen

Figure 8: L3 ACL setup complete

You may wonder why in step 4 you have to put the IP address of the device you don’t want the wireless clients 
to ping as the destination address. This is not an error. In fact, as explained at the beginning of the “Setting it 
up” section, the traffic on the uplink port is checked to see if it matches any ACL only when it comes from the 
wired side of the network into the wireless side.

Therefore, if you put that device IP as the destination address, the ACL will never hit. Instead, if you put it as the 
source, the ACL will make the WESM drop those ping packets once the device has answered to them and they 
come back to the wireless station. This same concept will apply later when you want to block http or ftp access, 
for example to one of your wired servers or devices.

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port, follow the next steps:

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click on the Attach-L2/L3 tab.

2. Click the Add button on the lower left side of the screen. A popup window will appear.

3. On the Interface drop down menu select “uplink” for the IP ACL, select the L3 ACL that you created on 
the previous subsection and for the MAC ACL select the L2 ACL that you created at the beginning of this 
section. Your selection should look like the example in figure 9.

4.	 Click	OK	to	apply	the	changes.

Figure 9: Configuration of ACLs on the uplink interface for example 1

Steps to follow on the CLI
Preparing the ACLs: 
If you desire or need to set the L3 ACL via command line interface, then you should first of all connect to your 
Wireless Edge Services Module CLI and enter the configuration mode (you can refer to the user manual if you 
have doubts about how this is done). Once you are connected follow these steps:

1. Without quotes type “ip access-list extended” and an ID for the ACL, this ID has to be in the range 1-199 
or 2000-2699. Select 120 for this example. Once this is done, hit Enter and you will enter a configuration 
mode to define the rules for this ACL.

2. In this new mode, enter the following command without the quotes: “deny icmp host 192.168.130.13 any 
rule-precedence 10” and press Enter. This rule is to deny ping responses from host 192.168.130.13.
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3. Type “permit ip any any rule-precedence 20” without quotes and press Enter. This rule will permit all the 
other IP traffic.

4. Type “exit” without the quotes and then hit Enter.

5. Once complete, refer to Figure 10 to check the  
previous steps.

6. You can check which IP ACLs are set in your WESM with the command “show ip access-list”. See Figure 11 
for an example.

Figure 10: Steps to set up the L3 ACLs on the CLI for example 1

Figure 11: Viewing all the IP ACLs on the CLI

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port follow the next steps:

1. Enter the command “interface uplink”. This will take you to that interface configuration mode.

2. Type “mac access-group <ID> in“ where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the L2 ACL configured earlier 
and press Enter. This will set the L2 ACL on the uplink port.

3. Now to set the L3 ACL type “ip access-group <ID> in” where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the IP 
Extended List created on step 1 of the previous subsection.

4. You can verify that the correct ACLs are set using the commands “show ip access-group uplink” (for L3 
ACLs) and “show mac access-group uplink” (for L2 ACLs). Check Figure 12 for an example of the output of 
those commands.

Figure 12: Verifying the ACLs applied on the uplink port

Checking that behavior is as expected
To verify that the ACLs are operating correctly, check what you can or can’t do in the wireless network before 
setting the ACLs and what you can or can’t do after you set it. Take note of the protocols that you want to block 
were allowed before and later. If you want to just allow certain protocols and have anything else blocked, 
verify that it works correctly after setting the ACLs.

Start by using a wireless station and connecting to an active wireless network on your WESM. For example, 
try to ping the network device that you set on the “deny icmp” rule. If it works, then you are on track, however 
if it doesn’t, check that there aren’t any other ACLs applied on the VLAN to which you are connecting. This 
may be interrupting the connection to the device. If it continues to not work, try pinging another device and 
if this succeeds verify that the IP address you gave was correct and that the device is turned on and correctly 
configured in your network.
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Once you have completed this step, apply the ACL as indicated in the previous subsections and try pinging 
again, if it can’t ping everything is in line. Take out the ACLs from the uplink port and ping again to be sure that 
it works correctly and you are done testing.

Example case 2: Denying a ping to any host.
In this scenario we will deny the ping from any wireless station to any wired host. 

Steps to follow on the Web UI
Preparing the ACLs: 
To block ping traffic we have to create a L3 ACL that blocks the ICMP protocol similar to example case 1. To do 
this, follow the next steps.

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click the Add button on the lower right of the 
ACLs box section.

2. A popup window will appear, select Extended IP List from the dropdown menu and give the ACL an ID in 
the indicated range. 

3. Select the recently created Extended IP List and click the Add button on the lower left side of the Associated 
Rules	section.

4. Set a precedence number, select “deny” as the operation, select “icmp” as the protocol, for the destination 
and	source	wildcards.	Select	“any”	and	finally	click	OK	to	save	the	rule.	With	this	rule	none	of	the	wireless	
stations will be able to ping any network device on the wired network, neither a wired device will be able 
to ping your wireless stations. Check Figure 13 to see how this should look.

5. Again hit the Add button and in the popup window set a precedence number higher than the previous rule 
(for example if you selected 10 for the first one, select 11, 12 or other number above 10). Select “permit” 
as the operation, select “ip” as the protocol, use “any” as the source and destination wildcards and finally 
click	OK.	This	rule	is	necessary	because	if	you	don’t	set	it,	the	implicit	deny	all	rule	will	take	effect	over	
all the traffic that flows inbound to the WESM through its uplink port. As a result, you will lose your web 
communication with the WESM and your wireless clients won’t be able to receive any packets from the 
wired side of the network.

6. Once this ACL is ready it should look like Figure 14 on your screen

Figure 13: Setting up the ICMP deny any any rule
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Figure 14: L3 ACL setup complete for example 2

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port, follow the same steps as in example 1, which are the following:

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click on the Attach-L2/L3 tab.

2. Click the Add button on the lower left side of the screen. A popup window will appear.

3. On the Interface drop down menu, select “uplink” for the IP ACL,select the L3 ACL that you created on 
the previous subsection, and for the MAC ACL select the L2 ACL that you created at the beginning of this 
section. 

4.	 Click	OK	to	apply	the	changes.

Steps to follow on the CLI
Preparing the ACLs: 
If you desire or need to set the L3 ACL via command line interface, connect to your Wireless Edge Services 
Module CLI and enter the configuration mode (you can refer to the user manual if you have doubts about how 
this is done). Once you are connected follow these steps.

1. Without quotes, type “ip access-list extended” and an ID for the ACL. This ID has to be in the range 1-199 
or 2000-2699. Select 130 for this example. After this, hit Enter and you will enter a configuration mode in 
which you can enter the rules for this ACL.

2. In this new mode, enter the following command without the quotes: “deny icmp any any rule-precedence 
10” and press Enter. This rule is the deny ping responses from host 192.168.130.13.

3. Type “permit ip any any rule-precedence 20” without quotes and press Enter. This rule will permit all the 
other IP traffic.

4. Type “exit” without the quotes and then hit Enter.

5. Once complete, refer to Figure 15 to check the previous steps.

You can check which IP ACLs are set in your WESM with the command “show ip access-list”. See Figure 16 for 
an example.

Figure 15: Steps to set up the L3 ACLs on the CLI for example 2

Figure 16: Viewing all the IP ACLs on the CLI

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port, follow the next steps:

1. Enter the command “interface uplink”. This will take you to the interface configuration mode.

2. Type “mac access-group <ID>in” where <ID> is. the ACL ID is what you gave to the L2 ACL configured 
earlier. Press Enter. This will set the L2 ACL on the uplink port.
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3. To set the L3 ACL type “ip access-group <ID> in” where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the IP 
Extended List created on step 1 of the previous subsection.

4. You can verify that the correct ACLs are set using the commands “show ip access-group uplink” (for L3 
ACLs)	and	“show	mac	access-group	uplink”	(for	L2	ACLs).	Check	Figure	17	for	an	example	of	the	output	of	
those commands.

Figure	17:	Verifying	the	ACLs	applied	on	the	uplink	port

Checking that the behavior is as expected
To verify that the ACLs are operating correctly, check what you can or can’t do in the wireless network before 
setting the ACLs and what you can or can’t do after you set it. Take note of the protocols that you want to block 
were allowed before and later. If you want to just allow certain protocols and have anything else blocked, 
verify that it works that way after setting the ACLs.

Let’s start by using a wireless station and connecting to an active wireless network on your WESM. For 
example, try to ping several wired network devices that are on the same VLAN as the wireless station. If it 
works, then you are on track, if it doesn’t, check that there aren’t any other ACLs applied on the VLAN you 
are connecting to. There may be an interruption connecting to these devices. If it still doesn’t work, try pinging 
another device and if this succeeds verify that the IP addresses you gave were correct, the devices are turned 
on, and correctly configured in your network.

Once you have completed this previous step, apply the ACL as indicated in the previous subsections and try 
pinging again. If you can’t ping, everything is fine. Take out the ACLs from the uplink port and ping again to be 
sure that it works correctly and you are done with testing.

Example case 3: Denying a TCP application protocol to a specific host.
In this scenario we will deny the usage of the FTP protocol (a TCP application protocol) from any wireless 
station to a specific wired host. Once you learn how to do this, applying it to several specific hosts or different 
TCP or UDP application protocols will be simple.

Steps to follow on the Web UI
Preparing the ACLs: 
To block ftp traffic you have to create a L3 ACL that blocks port 21 of the TCP protocol. To do this, follow the 
next steps.

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click the Add button on the lower right of the 
ACLs box section.

2. A popup window will appear, select Extended IP List from the dropdown menu and give the ACL an ID in 
the indicated range. 

3. Select the recently created Extended IP List and click the Add button on the lower left side of the Associated 
Rules	section.

4. Set a precedence number, select “deny” as the operation, select “tcp” as the protocol, click on “Protocol 
Options” and a popup window will appear. Type “21” as the Port in the Source Options section; leave 
blank the Port for the Destination Options section. Watch Figure 18 to check how it should look. Finally hit 
OK.	Note:	In	this	example	we	are	using	21	as	the	port	because	that	is	the	FTP	port.	If	we	were	going	to	
allow or deny HTTP we would use 80 or 443 for HTTPS, and so on. 

5.	 Back	in	the	Add	Rule	dialog	for	the	source	wildcard,	select	“host”	from	the	drop	down	menu	and	in	the	
source address fill in the IP address of the device or computer to which you don’t want the wireless clients 
to	access	via	ftp.	Use	“any”	as	the	destination	wildcard	and	finally	click	OK	to	save	the	rule.	Check	Figure	
19 to see how everything should look.
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6. Again hit the Add button and in the popup window set a precedence number higher than the previous 
rule, select “permit” as the operation, select “ip” as the protocol, use “any” as the source and destination 
wildcards	and	finally	click	OK.	This	rule	is	necessary	because	if	you	don’t	set	it,	the	implicit	deny	all	rule	
will take effect over all the traffic that flows inbound to the WESM through its uplink port. This will cause 
you to loose your web communication with the WESM for that reason, and your wireless clients won’t be 
able to receive any packets from the wired side of the network.

7.	 Once	this	ACL	is	ready,	go	ahead	and	apply	it.

Figure 18: Port setting options for example 3

Figure 19: Setting the L3 ACL parameters for example 3

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port, follow the next steps:

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click on the Attach-L2/L3 tab.

2. Click the Add button on the lower left side of the screen. A popup window will appear.

3. On the Interface drop down menu select “uplink” for the IP ACL, select the L3 ACL that you created on 
the previous subsection, and for the MAC ACL select the L2 ACL that you created at the beginning of this 
section. 

4.	 Click	OK	to	apply	the	changes.
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Steps to follow on the CLI
Preparing the ACLs: 
If you desire or need to set the L3 ACL via command line interface, then you should connect to your Wireless 
Edge Services Module CLI and enter the configuration mode (you can refer to the user manual if you have 
doubts about how this is done). Once you are connected follow these steps.

1. Without quotes type “ip access-list extended” and an ID for the ACL, this ID has to be in the range 1-199 
or 2000-2699. Select 140 for this example. After this, hit Enter to add a configuration mode in which you 
can enter the rules for this ACL.

2. In this new mode, enter the following command without the quotes: “deny tcp host 192.168.130.11 eq 21 
any rule-precedence 10” and press Enter. This rule is the deny FTP responses from host 192.168.130.11

3. Type “permit ip any any rule-precedence 20” without quotes and press Enter. This rule will permit all the 
other IP traffic.

4. Type “exit” without the quotes and then hit Enter.

5. Complete. You can refer to Figure 10 to check the previous steps.

6. You can check which IP ACLs are set in your WESM with the command “show ip access-list”. 

Figure 20: Steps to set up the L3 ACLs on the CLI for example 3

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port just follow the same steps as for the previous examples:

1. Enter the command “interface uplink”. This will take you to that interface configuration mode.

2. Type “mac access-group <ID> in“ where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the L2 ACL configured earlier 
and press Enter. This will set the L2 ACL on the uplink port.

3. To set the L3 ACL type “ip access-group <ID> in” where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the IP 
Extended List created on step 1 of the previous subsection.

4. You can verify that the correct ACLs are set using the commands “show ip access-group uplink” (for L3 
ACLs) and “show mac access-group uplink” (for L2 ACLs). 

Checking that the behavior is as expected
To verify that the ACLs are operating correctly, check what you can or can’t do in the wireless network before 
setting the ACLs and what you can or can’t do after you set it. Take note of the protocols that you want to block 
were allowed before and later. If you want to just allow certain protocols and have anything else blocked, 
verify that it works that way after setting the ACLs.

Let’s start by using a wireless station and connecting to an active wireless network on your WESM. For 
example, try to access via FTP the network device that you set on the “deny tcp” rule. If it works, then you 
are doing well, if it doesn’t, check that there aren’t any other ACLs applied on the VLAN to which you are 
connecting that may be interrupting you from connecting to the device. If it still doesn’t work, try accessing 
via FTP another device and if this succeeds, verify that the IP address you gave was correct and the device is 
turned on and correctly configured in your network.

Once you have completed this previous step, apply the ACL as indicated in the previous subsections and try 
connecting with FTP again. If it can’t connect, everything is fine. Take out the ACLs from the uplink port and try 
to establish a FTP connection again to be sure that it works correctly and you are done with testing.

Example case 4: Allowing a set of TCP and UDP application protocols and denying 
everything else.
In this scenario we will do something different than the examples before, making use of more rules inside the L3 
ACL. We are going to define a set of TCP and UDP services or applications that we want to allow our wireless 
clients to use and deny everything else that is not on those categories. 
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In this example, we will permit the usage of DHCP, DNS, HTTP, HTTPS, and allow SNMP requests that go from 
the wired side of the network to the WESM you are configuring via the Web. This is because if you don’t do it, 
you will lose communication on the Web UI after setting the ACLs on the uplink port. Also, you can do this by 
specifying the host that will be able to configure the WESM if you want to restrict who can access the WESM’s 
Web UI from the wired side. However, this isn’t the only way to do this; refer to the manual for other options.

Once you learn how to allow certain protocols and deny others, applying it to several specific hosts or different 
TCP or UDP application protocols will be easy for you.

Steps to follow on the Web UI
Preparing the ACLs: 
To setup the permitted protocols for this example please follow the next steps:

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click the Add button on the lower right of the 
ACLs box section.

2. A popup window will appear, select Extended IP List from the dropdown menu and give the ACL an ID in 
the indicated range.

3. Select the recently created Extended IP List and click the Add button on the lower left side of the Associated 
Rules	section.

4. Set a precedence number, select “permit” as the operation, select “udp” as the protocol, click on “Protocol 
Options”	and	a	popup	window	will	appear.	Type	“67”	as	the	Port	in	the	Source	Options	section	and	type	
“68”	as	the	Port	for	the	Destination	Options	section.	Finally	hit	OK.	Note:	as	you	may	know,	the	DHCP	
standard	says	that	UDP	port	67	is	used	by	the	servers	and	UDP	port	68	by	the	clients.	Therefore,	we	need	
to	set	67	as	the	source,	because	we	want	to	allow	the	responses	or	requests	that	are	sent	from	the	server	to	
the client. Hence port 68 as the destination messages from the client to the server and won’t be affected by 
the ACLs.

5.	 For	the	source	and	destination	wildcards,	select	“any”	from	the	drop	down	menus.	Finally	click	OK	to	save	
the rule. 

6. Hit the Add button and in the popup window set a precedence number higher than the previous rule, select 
“permit” as the operation, select “udp” as the protocol, click on “Protocol Options” and a popup window 
will appear. Type “53” as the Port in the Source Options section; leave blank the Port for the Destination 
Options	section.	Finally	hit	OK.	Note:	in	this	step	we	use	the	UDP	port	53	to	allow	the	DNS	service.

7.	 For	the	source	and	destination	wildcards	select	“any”	from	the	drop	down	menus.	Finally	click	OK	to	save	
the rule. 

8.	 Repeat	steps	6	and	7	but	instead	of	using	“udp”	as	the	protocol	use	“tcp”.	This	is	required	because	DNS	
servers can use either UDP or TCP as its transportation.

9. Click the Add button, set a precedence number higher than the previous rule, select “permit” as the 
operation, select “tcp” as the protocol, click on “Protocol Options” and a popup window will appear. Type 
“80” as the Port in the Source Options section; leave blank the Port for the Destination Options section. 
Finally	hit	OK.	Note:	in	this	step	we	use	the	TCP	port	80	to	allow	responses	from	web	servers	using	HTTP.

10.	 For	the	source	and	destination	wildcards	select	“any”	from	the	drop	down	menus.	Finally	click	OK	to	save	
the rule. 

11.	 Repeat	steps	9	and	10,	but	in	the	Protocol	Options	popup	window,	use	“80”	as	the	destination	and	not	
as the source. This is required if you want to access your WESM through the Web UI from your wired 
network.

12. To allow HTTPS too, repeat steps 9, 10 and 11, but instead of using 80 as the port, use 443. 

13. The final rules that we need for this example are the ones that allow SNMP. This is the case if you are on 
the wired network and are managing the WESM through the Web UI, SNMP messages are flowing from 
your PC to the WESM and vice versa. To do this, follow the next steps.

14. Hit the Add button and in the popup window set a precedence number higher than the previous rule, select 
“permit” as the operation, select “udp” as the protocol, click on “Protocol Options” and a popup window 
will appear. Type “161” as the Port in the Source Options section; leave blank the Port for the Destination 
Options	section.	Finally	hit	OK.	Note:	in	this	step	we	use	the	UDP	port	161	to	allow	SNMP	communication	
between your PC and the WESM you are managing via Web UI.
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15.	 For	the	source	and	destination	wildcards	select	“any”	from	the	drop	down	menus.	Finally	click	OK	to	save	
the rule. 

16.	 Repeat	steps	14	and	15,	but	in	the	Protocol	Options	popup	window,	use	“161”	as	the	destination	and	not	
as the source. This is required because the SNMP communication takes place over port 161 in both ways, 
between the PC and the WESM you are managing.

17.	 It	isn’t	necessary	to	set	a	“deny	ip	any	any”	rule	in	this	case,	because	that	is	the	default	action	if	the	traffic	
doesn’t match any rule on the ACL.

18.	 Refer	to	Figure	21	to	check	that	all	the	rules	match	your	settings.

Figure	21:	Rules	set	up	for	example	4

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port, follow the same steps as in previous examples:

1. Navigate to the Security hash, select the ACLs node and click on the Attach-L2/L3 tab.

2. Click the Add button on the lower left side of the screen. A popup window will appear.

3. On the Interface drop down menu select “uplink”, for the IP ACL select the L3 ACL that you created on 
the previous subsection, and for the MAC ACL select the L2 ACL that you created at the beginning of this 
section. 

4.	 Click	OK	to	apply	the	changes.

Steps to follow on the CLI
Preparing the ACLs: 
If you desire or need to set the L3 ACL via command line interface, then you should first, connect to your 
Wireless Edge Services Module CLI and enter the configuration mode (you can refer to the user manual if you 
have doubts about how is this done). Once you are connected follow these steps.

1. Without quotes type “ip access-list extended” and an ID for the ACL, this ID has to be in the range 1-199 
or 2000-2699. Select 160 for this example. Hit Enter and you will enter a configuration mode in which you 
can enter the rules for this ACL.

2. In this new mode, enter the following commands without the quotes and then press Enter:

a.	 “permit	udp	any	eq	67	any	eq	68	rule-precedence	10.”	This	rule	allows	DHCP.

b. “permit udp any eq 53 any rule-precedence 20.” This rule permits DNS over UDP.

c. “permit tcp any eq 53 any rule-precedence 30.” This one enables DNS over TCP.

d. “permit tcp any eq 80 any rule-precedence 40.” This rule lets your wireless clients communicate over HTTP 
on servers on the wired network.

e. “permit tcp any any eq 80 rule-precedence 50.” This rule allows you to manage the WESM through HTTP 
from a PC on the wired side of the network.

f. “permit tcp any eq 443 any rule-precedence 60.” This rule lets your wireless clients communicate over 
HTTPS on servers on the wired network

g.	 “permit	tcp	any	any	eq	443	rule-precedence	70.”	This	rule	allows	you	to	manage	the	WESM	through	
HTTPS from a PC on the wired side of the network.

h. “permit udp any eq 161 any rule-precedence 80.” This rule enables SNMP messages that originate in the 
Web UI and go to the WESM.

i. “permit udp any any eq 161 rule-precedence 90.” This rule allows SNMP responses to messages sent 
from the WESM to the Web UI on your PC.
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3. Type “exit” without the quotes and then hit Enter.

4. Once complete, you can refer to Figure 22 to check the previous steps.

5. You can check which IP ACLs are set in your WESM with the command “show ip access-list”. 

Figure 22: Steps to set up the L3 ACLs on the CLI for example 4

Applying the ACLs: 
To apply the ACLs on the uplink port just follow the same steps as the previous examples:

1. Enter the command “interface uplink”. This will take you to that interface configuration mode.

2. Type “mac access-group <ID> in“ where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the L2 ACL that you 
configured earlier and press Enter. This will set the L2 ACL on the uplink port.

3. Now to set the L3 ACL, type “ip access-group <ID> in” where <ID> is the ACL ID that you gave to the IP 
Extended List created on step 1 of the previous subsection.

4. You can verify that the correct ACLs are set using the commands “show ip access-group uplink” (for L3 
ACLs) and “show mac access-group uplink” (for L2 ACLs). 

Checking that the behavior is as expected
To verify that the ACLs are operating correctly, check what you can or can’t do in the wireless network before 
setting the ACLs and what you can or can’t do after you set it. Take note of the protocols that you want to block 
are allowed before and later. If you want to just allow certain protocols and have anything else blocked, verify 
that it works that way after setting the ACLs.

Let’s start by using a wireless station and connecting to an active wireless network on your WESM. For 
example, try to access via HTTP one web server on your wired network. If it works, then you are doing well. 
If it does not, check that there aren’t any other ACLs applied on the VLAN which are connecting that may be 
interrupting you from connecting to the device, if it still doesn’t work, try accessing via HTTP another device and 
if this succeeds verify that the IP address you gave was correct and that the device is turned on and correctly 
configured in your network.

Once you have completed this previous step, apply the ACL as was indicated in the previous subsections and 
try connecting with HTTP again, if it can’t connect, everything seems to be fine. Take out the ACLs from the 
uplink port and try to establish a HTTP connection again to be sure that it works correctly and you will be done 
with the testing.

You can do this with each one of the protocols that you set on the rules, or you can test all the protocols in each 
step. For this example, remember to check DHCP, DNS, HTTP and HTTPS, also check that you can access and 
manage your WESM via Web UI if you have this enabled.

If you want to add another service to this list just follow the logic that was used in all the examples. For the 
uplink port, what you need to block are the messages that come from the wired side and pass through the 
WESM which send them to the wireless stations. Also remember that you can combine denied and allowed 
protocols for all hosts or to specific hosts.
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